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ABSTRACT
Pediatric and adolescent scoliosis is one of the most common and prevailing orthopedic pathologies leading
to spinal deformation. Cases of scoliosis where curving of the spine is <45% treated mostly surgically.
However, when the spine is straightened with an implant, there are risks and complications. Hence, interest
to conservative treatment methods has increased significantly.

This article discusses advantages and disadvantages of non-invasive methods for treating scoliosis. The
disadvantage is the duration of treatment: treating scoliosis using conservative methods such as physical
therapy and wearing bondages can take a long time to achieve results. Also, there is a need for regular
control: conservative treatment of scoliosis requires regular control by doctors and specialists to assess
progress and change treatment plan if necessary.

The most promising methods of conservative treatment, including correction of the muscular system, have
been identified – adaptation physical exercises and gymnastics due to physical impact on kyphotic and
scoliotic deformity. This includes breathing and physical exercises, therapeutic horse riding and wearing rigid
torsion brace.

Keywords: adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS), spinal deformity, leg length discrepancy, physical therapy,
pathology, therapeutic riding, physiotherapeutic scoliosis-specific exercises, therapeutic aqua aerobics.

INTRODUCTION
The number of children and teenagers who suffer from posture disorders and spinal deformities is increasing
every year. According to clinical check-up among children and students in 2023 in Russia, 29% children and
teenagers under the age of 16 have scoliosis; the prevalence of this disease in school-age children reaches
15-30%. [13]. The prevalence of adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) with a Cobb angle above 10° has been
reported to vary from 0.93 to 12% worldwide [17]. Such difference in data may be attributed to differences
in diagnosis and control. In Russia, alongside conventional medicine manual therapists and chiropractors
treat scoliosis, which leads even to overdiagnosis of scoliosis cases compared to other countries.

Statistical data affirms that 6 from 10 children with orthopedic pathology have different degrees of scoliosis,
which significantly actualizes the problem [13].

The term “scoliosis” includes a heterogeneous group of conditions in which there are changes in the form
and position of spine, chest and trunk. In fact, the definition and range of spinal deformities have not been
fully defined yet: the general term “scoliosis” includes conditions such as idiopathic scoliosis, congenital
scoliosis, Scheuermann’s kyphosis, spondylolisthesis and other pathologies [8].

Regarding methods described in this article, it worth noting that they are hardly mentioned in the literature,
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despite the promise of therapy and their effectiveness in treatment of scoliosis.

The preference for non-invasive methods of scoliosis treatment is determined with several factors. A meta-
analysis of 15 research on the effect of Schroth exercises on idiopathic scoliosis showed that they could be
useful for this pathology with a Cobb angle of 10 to 30% (g – 0,724). While surgical treatment was used in
patients with a Cobb angle more than 40% [14]. The advantage of non-invasive method is the ability to
avoid potential risks associated with surgical procedures. Moreover:

1. The period after surgical correction of scoliosis can occur with all kinds of complications. The results
of 70% of patients, who were treated by surgical method, were satisfactory or poor. The deformity of
trunk has not changed or get worse. Surgical intervention does not eliminate the curvature of the
spine or leads to irreversible changes, the long-term impact of which has not been studied [15].

2. Although non-invasive methods of scoliosis treatment often take longer time to achieve results, they
avoid rapid and radical correction of the spine. It is especially important for children and teenagers
whose spine is still  growing up. Non-invasive methods can provide smoother and more controlled
recovery.

3. After surgical correction of scoliosis, there is a limitation in body activity, as implants (pins, screws,
rods, etc.) are used to stabilize and stretch spine. However, these implants limit the mobility and
flexibility of the spine.

Non-invasive  treatment  methods  allow  maintaining  natural  activity  and  flexibility,  which  is  especially
important for children and teenagers.

It is important to note that the choice of scoliosis treatment method depends on degree and characteristics
of scoliosis, the patient's age, health and other factors. An individual method for each patient helps to
determine the most effective treatment strategy.

Nowadays, there are many methods of non-surgical solution to scoliosis problem; however, the effectiveness
of treatment is due to a list of reasons including the development of an individual therapy plan for each
patient. First of all, methods of treatment and prognosis depend on the severity of scoliosis.

Method for assessing grade of scoliosis is to measure the Cobb angle. This is a technique used to evaluate
angle of the spine scoliosis. The Cobb angle is measured on an x-ray of spine and is a standard measure for
determining  grade and progress  of  scoliosis.  It  is  measured between vertical  lines  drawn through the
outermost vertebra located above and below the scoliosis curvature. The Cobb angle is usually measured in
degrees  and  helps  doctors  to  determine  some  needs  for  treatment.  It  also  monitors  changes  during
treatment [16]. The Cobb angle is measured on x-rays and indicates the curvature of spine. According to
the classification of scoliosis grades by Cobb angle:

1. Weak grade (I grade): Cobb angle ranges from 1 to 20 degrees. Usually this slight curvature may be
seen but does not cause serious problems or limitations.

2. Moderate grade (II grade): Cobb angle ranges from 21 to 50 degrees. In this case, the curvature is
more seen and can cause functional problems, pain or discomfort.

3. Severe grade (III grade): Cobb angle ranges from 51 to 80 degrees. The curvature of spine is serious
and can cause problems such as problems with breath system, narrowing of chest and deterioration
quality of life at all.

4. Critical grade (IV grade): Cobb angle is more than 80 degrees. This is the most severe grade of
scoliosis and can lead to serious and progressive complications such as cardiovascular problems,
constant pain and limitation of movement.

It  is  important  to  underline that  grade of  scoliosis  is  not  the only  factor  that  influences what  kind of
treatment should be better for patient. Age, progress of illness and potential problems with spinal curvature
must be taken into account when considering treatment plan.

Scoliosis is mainly diagnosed at 2nd grade of spine curvature, when the pathology becomes apparent.

Current interest in scoliosis problem among specialists in various fields leads to the annual emergence of
new non-surgical treatment methods for spinal deformities. American orthopedist Augusto Sarmiento and
his colleagues [9, 12] actively support the use of non-invasive treatment methods. They noted that in the
field of treatment of fractures as well as various pathologies with spinal deformities, doctors often have to
deal with bias. In this regard, there is a need to introduce new methods that will  be more effective in
practice. Modern diagnostic equipment and surgical innovations provide enormous benefits to society and
medicine.  However,  this  does  not  mean  that  non-surgical  treatment  methods,  including  treatment  of
scoliosis, have become outdated and ineffective [12].
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REVIEW OF THE METHODS
Scoliosis deformity of the spine is a manifestation of genetically determined dysplastic body development.
This one explains the long process of treating disease, which includes a complex of various treatments. One
of these methods is therapeutic horseback riding, the effectiveness of which is cited by E.I. Gurkovich and
O.S. Pokhmurko in their studies 7 .

THERAPEUTIC HORSEBACK RIDING

This method belongs to one of the physical rehabilitation form and has a positive effect on children suffering
from thoracolumbar scoliosis. This is confirmed by the results of researching conducted in the Evpatoria
Republican  Children's  Clinical  Sanatorium (Health  Centre)  in  2003.  24  children  aged 13-14 years  with
disease duration of 3 - 5 years, were divided into two groups of 12 people. The first group of patients had a
course of spa treatment, including therapeutic massage and gymnastics, aerothalassotherapy compliance
with the orthopedic treatment and primary physioprophylaxis.

The second group received a similar treatment in combination with therapeutic horseback riding (5 times a
week, 10-15 minutes, total is 24 sessions during the experiment). In addition to learning how to ride,
children  did  special  breathing  exercises  at  the  10th  minute  of  each  training  as  well  as  self-stretching
exercises, etc. Before the start of exercises and before discharge, functional checkup of patients’  spine
mobility and condition of their trunk muscles was carried out. To assess the effectiveness of treatment,
generally accepted methods were used, after which the data obtained were processed variation statistics
method with determination of differences significance according to Student's criterion 10 .

The obtained practical results showed that in the second group of patients (where horse-riding technique
was  used),  three  positive  dynamics  were  revealed:  static  endurance  of  the  back  muscles,  strength
endurance of the trunk muscles on the left and dynamic endurance of the abdominal muscles. In turn, in
the first group of children (who received standard treatment), only the dynamic endurance of the abdominal
muscles showed positive dynamics. This allows us to state that horse-riding method, included in treatment
process, trains muscles, eliminates its disproportion, develops correct posture and helps to develop balance,
which stimulates the will of child, organizes him and develops self-confidence in the patient suffering from
scoliosis 19 .

In studying process, conservative methods of treating patients with spinal deformities seem appropriate to
consider the currently  existing variants of  physiotherapeutic  scoliosis  specific  exercises (PSSE) used by
various scoliosis schools all around the world and approach that they use in alternative therapy.

The term PSSE – Physiotherapeutic Scoliosis Specific Exercises – has been used by the International Society
on Scoliosis Orthopaedic and Rehabilitation Treatment (SOSORT). Since its establishment in 2004, it has
been internationally promoting conservative and evidence-based treatment options for this disease as well
as providing information and recommendations regarding therapies for the disease 4, 20 .

O.V. Biketov notes in his article that today there are four main schools of scoliosis, which use their own
treatment  methods  7 .  In  fact,  there  are  many  more  of  them;  however,  the  key  elements  of  the
approaches have minimal differences, so the basic schools and their treatment options can be considered as
the fundamental basis for the conservative scoliosis treatment.

LYON METHOD

Lyon method (France) involves the combination of special exercises with fixation by an asymmetric rigid
polycarbonate torsion brace Lyon ARTbrace 21 . The presented method has several goals:

• fixation as a method of motivating patients;

• helping patients to become aware of postural defects;

• motion range development as one of the necessary treatment elements;

• coordination and muscle strength development;

• breath system training 8 .

The Lyon method uses visualization with video and mirrors and includes five stages, the final of which is the
development of an individual plan with the selection of exercises for each patient and training in their
implementation.

SCHROTH METHOD

Schroth method (Germany) – breathing exercises developed by Katharina Schroth is an effective method of
scoliosis treatment, which patients can even use on their own. The effectiveness of such gymnastics has
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been proven by Western medicine, there are also training centers all around the world where patients are
introduced to special exercises and in a number of countries this technique is included in the compulsory
health insurance program 14, 22 .

Katharina Schroth drew attention to the fact that patients with scoliosis, when breathing, involuntarily use
that part of chest, which accounts for the convex side of scoliotic spine curvature (hump). This leads to the
rapid development of deformity against the background formation of the costal hump. Based on knowledge
and researching, Schroth created a breath system aimed at developing chest part of patients with scoliosis,
which allows not only to stop the curvature, but also to return spine to the correct posture, provided that
the pathological process is not running.

SEAS (SCIENTIFIC EXERCISE APPROACH FOR SCOLIOSIS) METHOD

SEAS method (Italy) is an adaptive exercise program based on modern research and dynamically evolved
with the introduction of new knowledge 3, 23 . The methodology is based on a specific technique of
active self-correction, which is performed without outside help and is included in functional exercises. The
choice of exercises that are optimal for each patient is made by passing evaluation tests. The main aim of
SEAS is to improve the spine stability: exercises train the neuromotor function, reflexively stimulating self-
correcting posture in everyday life. Exercises that are included in this program can be done both on an
outpatient basis (2-3 times a week for 45 minutes) and at home (every day for 20 minutes).

The SEAS method is also used in the treatment of patients wearing corrective brace/bandages 2 . Since
such corrective items cause a “negative body image” in children and teenagers mind, which over time leads
to a decrease in self-esteem, psychological problems and illness, special exercises reduce the percentage of
disabilities caused by wearing brace/orthosis, and also level out the feeling of inferiority that occurs among
children and teenagers against the background of their coevals. Thus, this method plays big psychological
role for the development of patients with scoliosis.

The  SEAS  method  differs  from other  non-surgical  treatment  options  in  that  it  completely  adapts  the
treatment  program to each individual  patient:  an individual  choice of  adapted self-correction occurs  in
accordance with the results of x-ray and postural assessment as well as observed asymmetries 4 .

DOBOMED METHOD

Dobomed method (Poland) is a biodynamic 3D auto-correction method based on the pathomechanics of
idiopathic scoliosis 4 . Auto-correction, in this case, involves moving the primary curve toward correcting
the curve with emphasis on “kyphotization” of the thoracic spine and/or “lordotization” of the lumbar spine
[1, 18, 24]. Thus, the primary curve is mobilized in closed knetic chains and develops on the pelvis and
shoulder girdle, which are symmetrically located to each other. This is the uniqueness of Dobomed method:
the  pelvis  and  shoulders  remain  stable  throughout  the  implementation  of  exercises  set  against  the
background of active asymmetric breathing.

However, all these methods show their inefficiency when teenagers have scoliotic spinal deformity with leg
length discrepancy 2,25 . To date, the development of such pathology reaches 87-94% among scoliosis
patients. Right choice for suitable height of the corrector as one of the most acceptable ways to solve the
problem  in  this  case  does  not  work,  because  children  and  teenagers’  lower  limbs  develop  unevenly.
Therefore,  doctors  prefer  to  use non-orthopedic  methods for  correcting static  scoliosis.  These methods
include health-improving gymnastics in water - a method of non-surgical correction, excluding pressure on
the legs.

However, the presented method has not only advantages, but also disadvantages: first, due to the limited
and  monotonous  movements,  the  therapeutic  effect  of  therapeutic  swimming  in  scoliosis  may  not  be
observed. This is because the muscle chains that form scoliosis are not fully involved in physical activity,
which reduces the effectiveness of water exercises 9 .

L. O.-S. Parshutina and L. A. Emelyanova made a solution of this problem with the original method of health
improving via aqua aerobics 4 . Advantages of this method is involvement in training process all muscle
groups that are involved in the formation of scoliosis as well as in providing double concentric muscle train,
which allows strengthening muscles of the chest muscle corset. The latter is one of the key factors in
scoliosis sanogenesis.

In order to identify the effectiveness of conservative treatment option, there was an experimental research
on 38 teenagers aged 12 to 14 years old with mild scoliosis of 1-2 grade. Complication of disease was
shortening the length of patients’ legs (from 2 to 6 cm according to the results of x-ray). There were two
groups of participants: the main group, which was engaged in traditional therapeutic swimming, and the
experimental one, which was trained by the method of Parshutina-Emelyanova.

An exercise plan for the experimental group was complemented with Debbie Laurence programs [6, 10].
This research lasted 8 months, after which the results of stabilometric studies were analyzed. They showed
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that water aerobics training program brought significant positive changes in functional spine state of the
participants  who  practiced  according  to  the  author's  method,  while  there  were  practically  no  positive
changes in the main group (with standard therapeutic swimming) 4 .

In addition, it is worth paying attention to such method for non-invasive correction of scoliosis as using
hands  and  techniques  of  manual  physical  influence  on  the  muscle  system  and  spinal  trunk.  These
technologies have the potential to make changes in vertebral position and spinal trunk structure in patients
with idiopathic adolescent scoliosis. 26 .

Training exercises according to a specially designed program, even for a rather short time, made it possible
to eliminate all  static disorders dealing with leg length discrepancy - a typical concomitant symptom of
scoliosis. That is, it would be objective to assume that long-term exercises of therapeutic aqua aerobics will
bring  significant  positive  results  and  eliminate  secondary  anthropometric  defects  connecting  with  the
development of disease.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Existing methods review of non-surgical scoliosis treatment suggests that all of them, to a greater or lesser
extent, are based on the basic schools principles and modified in accordance with the author's position and
attitude to the problem. At the same time, it is impossible to choose one or another treatment method that
is suitable for all patients without exception. Non-invasive scoliosis treatment is a complex and multifaceted
process, which includes a set of measures that allow achieving success in the spinal deformity treatment.

Further research in the field of non-invasive correction of scoliosis should be aimed at development and
application of new technologies, improvement of existing treatment methods, creation of more effective
orthoses and development of early diagnostic methods. Another sphere of research could be to study the
effects of physical exercise using innovative medical equipment based on the principles of biomechanics.
The development of new methods for non-invasive correction of scoliosis may also include development of
improved braces that provide more precise and individual treatment of the spinal deformity.

Therapeutic physical and breathing exercises, therapeutic horse riding and manual therapy are effective and
have a number of advantages in the correction of scoliosis. They are not traumatic, have positive effect on
several systems of the body (muscle, nervous, bone), in contrast to invasive ones. In addition, thanks to
non-invasive methods, higher nervous activity becomes better, and it helps the individual as a whole.

CONCLUSION
Additional research and development for non-invasive correction methods of scoliosis are needed. Despite
the great results in the treatment of spinal deformities without surgery, non-invasive correction of scoliosis
remains  challenging.  Existing  methods  include  exercises,  braces  and  various  vertebral  manipulation
techniques.

Thus, additional research and development of non-invasive scoliosis treatment techniques will improve the
quality  of  patients’  life,  providing them more effective and individualized methods for  correcting spinal
deformities.
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